
OBJECTIVE: The epidemiological transition remains a major challenge for public health in Côte d’Ivoire. It stems from the medicalized vision of the health system. In fact, the action plans of the various national programs are in no way officially supported by any sociological support study. The implication of such an attitude is due to sociological resistance in the acculturative process. In view of the importance of the human component, we deduce the complexity of this epidemiological monopoly in the public health approach in Côte d’Ivoire.

INTERVENTIONS: We propose establishment of a training system in health promotion anchored in lifestyle habits. It is a matter of guiding different social strata of population towards the adoption of behaviors in favor of a general well-being, in addition to control of their own health. It is in this context that the opening in 2014 of community health training program at Alasane Ouattara University, meets a healthy wait. This stream recruits nurses, midwives and doctors. They are trained in theory and practice from a multidisciplinary perspective in order to establish the mechanism of behavioral change in the population.

RESULTS: Health promotion officer intervention takes into account cultural markers of disease or health, its appropriation of anthropological approach with a view to reinforcing these skills in participatory and community approach.

CONCLUSION: It is envisaged for these new graduates, the creation of a national network to maintain relations, strengthen the spirit of professional belonging and develop a framework for collaboration and exchange of experiences for improving skills.
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of the epidemiological transition remains a major challenge in public health in Côte d’Ivoire. It concerns parasitic and infectious diseases, the question of mental health, so-called chronic diseases and maternal and child health problems. And as if that were not enough, to this dark and overloaded picture, is added the spectacle of new, more severe diseases. It follows logically from a life expectancy backward [1]. This worrying situation stems from the medicalized vision of the health system. In fact, the action plans of the various national programs are in no way officially supported by any socio-anthropological accompaniment study [2]. The reference structure for prevention remains the service of epidemiological surveillance. The latter in his approach favors statistical and medical data [3]. This opposite trend is fueling the indifference and marginalization of the social and cultural dimension of health problems. The implication of such an attitude is the fact of the phenomenon of sociological resistance in the acculturative process. In this context, the human component constitutes a dimension of importance, since it respects the different cultural and social anchors of knowledge at the community level within cultures in different types of population [4]. Indeed, how a generic communication recipe about a health problem, can produce the same impact and moreover positive, on all the cultural communities having adopted different ecosystems, beliefs and contrary sanitary practices. From this we deduce that this epidemiological monopoly underlying the public health approach in Côte d’Ivoire seems to us to be wrong. How to reduce this complex health situation? And how to get people to take charge of their own health individually and collectively?

INTERVENTIONS

Faced with these questions, we propose the establishment of a training system in health promotion anchored in lifestyle. The aim is to lift the auditors concerned new acquisitions in order to guide the different social strata of the population towards the adoption of behaviors in favor of a general well-being, in addition to the control of their own health [5]. It is in this context that the opening in 2014 of the community health training program at Alasane Ouattara University, meets a healthy wait. This stream recruits nurses, midwives and doctors. They are trained in theory and practice from a multidisciplinary perspective in order to establish the mechanism of behavioral change in the population.
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to trace this production of local knowledge. In this area, it treats individuals as key components of the social and cultural environment [7]. In reality, it gives people the opportunity to question their social trajectories in order to understand their vulnerability in relation to a given public health problem. This perspective adds value to the health promotion officer.

The implications of the health promotion agent in the community approach

The socio-anthropological approach aims to accompany the knowledge of risk factors in favor of improving community diagnosis. For this, the opening of health problems to sociocultural facts is a real challenge [8]. She recommends immersion of health promotion agents in the community. It’s a question of moving to a holistic principle. In this approach, the health actors take ownership of the sociocultural environment and the populations intervene in the identification of the risk factors related to a given health problem. This secular knowledge relating to health respects the representations of the populations, their daily lives and, the reference frames of their behaviors. This knowledge contributes to reducing social inequalities in health by taking into account the knowledge of the cultural practices of the community. Following this path, we retain factual orders in terms of stakes.

Issues of socio-anthropology in the skills of the health promotion agent

In the intervention of the health promotion officer, the socio-anthropological approach implies the consideration of ethical and professional issues with a view to reinforcing these skills in the participatory and community approach.

The ethical issue

In our community health context, there is no question of demonstrating the superiority of scholarly medical knowledge over the social representations of community members across the street [9]. This means for the health promotion officer that it is not a question of adopting either an attitude of indifference, or an attitude stigmatizing all forms of belief. On the contrary, the reflex to be developed by the health promotion agent vis-à-vis the members of the community must be to fight against any value judgment whatever the level of education, the physical appearance and the forms of movements in the anguish and suffering of members of the community. Indeed, this attitude of serenity and caring is an important objective element of the construction of the contract of trust with the members of the community.

The professional issue

The health promotion officer is required to adopt appropriate behavior, that is, to have appropriate anthropological knowledge to meet the expectations of community members. The socio-anthropological approach must be understood as a tool for immersion in the community. From this point of view, it contributes to strengthening the skills and increasing the performance of the health promotion agent by controlling the sociocultural environment of the community [10]. This allows him to grasp, understand without prejudice, the various attitudes and behaviors related to a given health problem.

CONCLUSION

Ultimately, we consider that the socio-anthropological approach in the field of community health involves immersing the health promotion agent in the community in order to explain and clearly understand the behavioral and psychological logic, in relation to a given health problem. To this end, the socio-anthropological approach is based on a participatory and community method, in order to avoid the risks of sociological blockages and resistance in the dynamic process of taking charge of their own health by the communities themselves. It is at this level that the whole problem of the acceptability of Public Health projects lies. Therefore, the socio-anthropological intervention is essential upstream to the efficiency of communication for social and behavioral change, without which education action, the members of the communities would always be bathed in carelessness and ignorance.
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